Celebrate with One In Tech at our Virtual Launch Party!

We invite all ISACA chapters, members, and the public to join our OIT launch party webinar

www.oneintech.org
Announcing the New

ONE IN TECH™

An ISACA Foundation

Thank you for Joining Us Today!

We are excited to introduce you to our Mission and Programs, as well as sharing our Vision of creating partnerships with YOU! We know that individuals and companies around the world are the KEY to successfully building diversity and equity within the tech space.

In short, together, as ONE, we can create a better future IN TECH.
Who IS One In Tech?

One In Tech is a 501c3 Non-Profit created by the IT membership organization ISACA as its Philanthropic Arm. It is separate from ISACA.

One In Tech Invests in FUTURE of the Digital World to ensure equity and diversity for all populations. Through our educational and inclusive programs, we build pathways for all people to benefit from and succeed in technology.
Our Strategy

Our strategy is to provide responsive, relevant programs designed to support under-resourced, under-represented populations.

One In Tech addresses the inequity in IT that is a result of systemic injustices around the world.
Our Mission

To build a **healthy digital world** that is safe, secure and accessible for all.

Our Vision

Technology knows no gender, no color, no age. It makes no assumptions, holds no biases and has no bounds. When used for good, technology can level the most uneven playing fields and better the world.

We believe that together, the tech community can create a digital world of which we are proud to be a part, a place where all people are **safe, secure and most definitely equal**.
Our Programs

---

**ONE IN TECH™**

**YOUNG LEADERS IN TECH**

Preparing the next generation to be healthy digital citizens

Young Leaders In Tech will provide under-resourced children with the knowledge and skills to help them avoid online risks, maximize online opportunities, and exercise their full rights in the digital world.

Initiatives within this program include:

- CyberSleuths
- Relevant-IT

---

**ONE IN TECH™**

**SheLeadsTech**

Building avenues to achieve a workforce free of gender-bias

SheLeadsTech empowers women, a highly underrepresented percentage in the tech workforce, to not only enter into tech careers, but to stay in the field, serving in leadership roles and achieving their highest potential.

- Ambassadors
- Mentors
- Educational Events
- Networking Opportunities

---

**ONE IN TECH™**

**WeLeadTech**

Creating pathways for a racially and culturally diverse workforce

WeLeadTech empowers groups who, due to racial, cultural bias, or exclusion, are under-served in the tech industry, barred from opportunities to build leadership skills, find and be mentors, gain career guidance, and achieve certifications, so to build equity in technology fields.

- Corporate Programs
- Educational Events
Global Collaborative Approach

VOLUNTEER RELATIONSHIPS
Carefully curated volunteer opportunities utilizing:
• ISACA members and Chapters
• Corporate volunteers
• Individuals,
• Professional associations members

PARTNERSHIPS and COLLABORATIONS
Collaborative and integrated
• ISACA Chapters
• Primary and Secondary Schools
• Non-Profit Organizations
• Corporations, Businesses, Associations
• Grassroots Community Organizations
Accessible Programs

Our programs and initiatives are provided in multiple globally accessible formats, delivered directly and through our collaborations and partnerships with corporations, ISACA Chapters, non-profits, schools, and other organizations and institutes.

ON-LINE

Working closely with ISACA, One In Tech will develop and utilize online platforms as well as webinars, blogs, network forums and toolkits.

IN PERSON

One in Tech will create presentations, courses, school curriculum, networking events, after-school programs and work with ISACA’s conferences and events.
Opportunities for Engagement

- Join online program events and invite your contacts to join
- Host or cohost with OIT SheLeadsTech and/or WeLeadTech events
- Collaborate via your company (bring WeLeadTech to your staff) or school (Young Leaders In Tech programs)
- Share our programming with others (invite OIT to present, forward our info, tweet/LinkedIn shares
- Volunteer (Ambassador, mentor, speaker)
- Fundraise and sponsor programs to support our mission (individually, your company, 3rd party event. etc.)
- Donate via ISACA membership renewal process
- ISACA Chapter Challenge
- Make a suggestion or propose an idea!
One In Tech Foundation will continually gather, analyze and disseminate metrics and stories that will illustrate the impact of our programs throughout the world.

Our vision includes partners, collaborates, supporters, and ultimately, **believers** who join the mission for a **healthy digital world** that is safe, secure, and accessible for all.
Bridging the Digital Divide through
❖ Education
❖ Access
❖ Inclusion

www.oneintech.org